The recurring shortage of railcars to haul agriculcontrol of these cars has been quite different from tural and forest products continues to be of utmost general purpose railcars. interest to farmers and agriculturally related enterprises. Pricing systems internal to the railroad industry prior to 1964 may have discouraged railroads FACTORS REFLECTEDIN from purchasing an adequate supply of railcars to RAILCAR OWNERSHIP meet the needs of shippers [2 and 3] . These same pricing systems also may have discouraged railroads A number of factors influence the ownership of from purchasing high cost market-oriented equiprailcars. First, there are approximately 70 indepenment. An endeavor has been made to examine the dent Class I railroads in the United States. Since these performance of railroads in upgrading the quality of railroads have standard equipment, the railcars owned their fleets in response to a significant change in the by any one railroad may be used by any other. When pricing system in 1964.
a railcar moves from one railroad to another with a load and is emptied, economic logic dictates that the
MARKET-ORIENTED RAILCARS
terminating railroad use the emptied car productively, if feasible, rather than returning it empty. Technology has produced railcars that are compatible with modern facilities and handling methods.
Railroad freight can be classified into two basic This market-oriented equipment is needed by railtypes, raw materials and manufactured goods. Raw roads to furnish the services and conveniences materials are usually bulkier than manufactured demanded by shippers.
goods. Railroads serving an area that is primarily a producer of raw materials have few terminations of These market-oriented railcars take many forms loaded cars and, thus, must backhaul a large supply of and the improvements in operations they make empty cars in order to have them available for possible are numerous. Special service boxcars have shippers' needs. However, railroads serving the induswide doors, sliding center sills and other features that trial areas have a number of empty cars belonging to permit the use of modern handling methods. Covered other railroads at their disposal. By productively hopper cars are used to carry grain and other flowing using cars terminated, these railroads can operate bulk commodities. These cars have roof hatches for with a minimum of owned cars. However, since difloading and hopper outlets for unloading. Truck ferent railroads are involved, the equity of the owning trailers on specialized flatcars are now in wide use and road must be protected. permit fast loading and unloading. These flatcars turn around three times as fast as the average freight car Early in the history of railroads there were agree- [2] .
ments between roads for the use of one road's railcars by the other road. insight into the influence of railcar price and per diem supply but rather to the quality or composition of rates on railcar ownership. During this period, there the fleets. Grunfeld's analysis showed that a flat per was almost a steady decline in the total number of diem rate allows margin for investment only in the railcars owned by Class I railroads (Table 3) . lowest-cost cars, and none at all for higher-cost cars.
As would be expected, the railroads owned pri-A graduated scale of per diem rates was instituted marily general prupose railcars. However, over the by the American Association of Railroads on January 1959-1967 period there wassubstantial change in the 1, 1964 (Table 2 ). This scale of per diem rates was relationship between general purpose and market- The demand before 1964 for market-oriented railincrease in ownership of market-oriented cars over cars was not met by the railroads because of their this period ranged from 37.3 percent for rack cars to internal pricing system. In order to meet the needs of 159.4 percent for special service boxcars (Fig. 1) .
shippers wishing to use high cost equipment specialContrast these increases with general purpose railcars ized to their systems, car companies came into being. which decreased from 47.5 percent for stock cars to Also, some shippers started purchasing their own rail-14.6 for hopper cars. The purchase of marketcars. These cars were assigned to haul for a specific oriented cars increased by 410.0 percent from 1959 shipper and could be used by someone else only to 1967 while general purpose cars decreased by 12.6 through special arrangement. While this method of percent (Fig. 2) .
car ownership permitted shippers the benefits of market-oriented railcars it was somewhat restrictive in The purchase of market-oriented cars shifted from that it permitted less than full utilization of available the minor to the dominant role. In 1959, they equipment. accounted for only 18.3 percent of new cars purchased but increased to 56.6 percent in 1967 (Table  The importance of the car companies and private 4). While much of the market-oriented equipment is a ownership to the shipping public can be seen when recent development, they were available at the beginwe look at their ownership of certain types of railning of the period, thus, giving further credibility to cars. 
